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Abstract:
Graph transformation has been widely used for expressing model transformations. Many software models and
program structures can be represented as graphs. Therefore, the transformations of software models /
structures can be naturally formulated by graph transformations.
This talk first presents a graph grammar approach to program behavior discovery and verification. Discovering
a program behavior and functionality can ease program comprehension and verification. The behavior
recovery and verification problem is formulated as a graph grammar induction and parsing problem, i.e.
iterative mining qualified patterns and then visually constructing graph grammar rewriting rules.
This talk will also discuss how to apply a graph transformation approach to software design evolution.
Software can be evolved when developers modify their initial designs as requirements change. Modifications
on software artifacts can introduce conflicts and inconsistencies in the previously applied design patterns. We
validate a given design by a graph grammar parser and automatically evolve the design at pattern level to
preserve the integrity and consistency of design patterns.
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